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shade for military reorganization, provided all parties with a
basis of agreement. There was at first no pacifism on the Left,
though there might be rather more thunder on the Right.
The chief thunder from the Right came in the decades
1890-1910 from Maurice Barres, whose main novels appeared in
these years. And his spell was exercised over men of all parties
and affiliations, rehabilitating their patriotism and nationalist
spirit. It was the spell of a new synthesis in which individual-
ism merged into, and found its finest expression in, national-
ism. Intellectually and culturally, Barresisme was the reflection
of the common danger threatening all Frenchmen. The reflec-
tion was found, characteristically, in a man from Lorraine.1
The Ligue de la Patrie frangaise> which Barres and kindred
spirits founded in 1899 to resist the anti-nationalistic tenden-
cies of the Dreyfusards, gave place in 1902 to the more positive
political movement of Maurras, the Action ftanfaise. Its exclu-
siveness and factiousness register the disruption caused by the
Dreyfus affair. Some men of the Left were now impelled, by
sheer repulsion, into pacifism, in the sense of seeking a means
of conciliation with Germany and abandonment of the notion
of revanche. Such a man was Jules Ferry. He was leader of the
Radical and anti-clerical movement for the 'laicizing' and Re-
publicanizing of education in the eighteSi-eighties, and the
champion of colonial expansion as a deliberately chosen alter-
native to the vendetta with Germany. Others such as Glemen-
ceau, and the men of Lorraine such as Raymond Poincare", re-
fused to renounce preparation for revenge. The result was a new
disorientation of French groups and parties over issues of for-
eign policy and national defence, and the break-up of the orig-
inal national concord about foreign affairs. In face of the resur-
gent danger, in the years before 1914, a new apostle appealing
to the patriotism of all parties was to appear in Charles P6guy
1 The Left—led by Gambetta—expressly repudiated pacifism
or cosmopolitanism, and Gambetta accepted the principle of uni-
versal conscription for military service (Lsttres, Nos. 54, 126, 127)*
On Maurice Barres see Henri-L. Mteville: La Penste de Maurice
Barres (1934), and of the novels of Barres see especially Les Dfracin&
(1897).

